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MonitoRing the Patient

1. Visually inspect the monitor and sample line to make sure there are  
no visible signs of damage.

2. Use a new sample line, nafion® tubing (when used), moisture trap  
and filter for each patient.

3. Connect the sample line to the Luer lock  
connector on the moisture trap. 

4. apply the sample line to the patient.

5. turn on the monitor by pressing the  
on/oFF        button until you hear  
a beep. 

6. Verify all parameters are displayed. 

7. turn off the monitor by pressing the  
on/oFF        button for more than  
1 second.

aLaRMS

1. at start-up, alarms are automatically silenced for approximately 
2 minutes.

2. alarm limits are automatically set to the factory defaults at each  
start-up.

3. Change alarm Settings – Increase alarm limits with      ; decrease with      . 

4.       audible alarm Pause/Resume button – Pause/activate the audible alarm. 
If paused, it will remain silent for approximately 2 minutes unless the button is 
pressed again or a new audible alarm occurs.
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PoweR and BatteRy

1. Plug the LifeSense power supply into the monitor or operate on battery 
power.

2. the green charge indicator           comes on as soon as the monitor is 
connected to the power outlet. It indicates the battery is charging.

3.      indicates remaining battery capacity.

4. when fully charged, the LifeSense can run on battery for approximately 
8 hours.

RePLaCing the MoiStURe tRaP and FiLteR

1. Place the filter in the moisture trap as shown (1). 
Be sure to orient the filter properly inside the opening 
at the top of the moisture trap with the hydrophobic 
material toward the trap.

2. Slide the moisture trap into position (2) using the 
guide marks on the back of the monitor. 
Align the groove at the top of the trap with 
the ridge at the top of the trap housing. 

3. Press the moisture trap into position using 
the tab (3). The trap is placed in top first, then 
bottom. There will not be an audible or tactile 
click but the trap should be flush with the 
monitor housing.

4. to remove the moisture trap and replace 
the filter, reverse the three steps above. Pull 
out trap using the bottom tab and remove 
filter (may still be inside of trap housing).

 

 


